
Charles Heath Reserve - Virtual Brainstorm
collaborate.canadabay.nsw.gov.au/chr/chr-charles-heath-reserve-virtual-brainstorm

GET CREATIVE!

Consider what unique elements we could include in the space and share your ideas
with us below, so that we can create a place our community wants to visit again and
again! Think about interactive play, interesting landscaping ideas, accessible children's
adventure playground and fitness circuits, anything you think could make this area
special.

We will also be commissioning public art on the facade of Five Dock Leisure Centre
(see masterplan for details). All ideas welcome!

Scooter track

Posted by Shan | 4 days ago

Scooter track! I could only upload one photo from my last submission so, I wanted to
upload this pic to give an idea of what I mean. Scooter tracks are great, they don’t have
to take up too much space as they can go around the outside of the park…

Other ideas

Awesome slides and scooter fun!

Posted by Shan | 4 days ago

My kids FAVOURITE THINGS at parks: - Wicked variety of awesome slides (think
Strathfield Park) - Water play! BEST fun in summer and much-needed reprieve from
the heat! - Scooter tracks with mini roads/track, fake lights, stop signs, mini ramps,…
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INSPIRATION- Ollie Webb reserve

Posted by Berni | 12 days ago

Hi, Please look up the OLLIE WEB RESERVE in parramatta. It really is a fantastic
communal areas it has a water section, multiple play sections (one for younger kids
and one for the older/climbing capable kids)and lots is fun activities. It’s…

Sensory play
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Make a slide park

Posted by CanadaBayResident | 20 days ago

Firstly, I don't think this is a good space for a kid's park. It is in the middle of a really
busy traffic area. St. Luke's North, adjacent to netball courts is a better space. With
better parking near by. however, in terms of kids activities,…

Slides
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inbuilt trampoline

Posted by LindaR | a month ago

comes in various designs.

Fitness equipment

Shared path linkage to existing and future routes

Posted by andy_c | a month ago

There is an opportunity to incorporate the Canada Bay Bike Plan and pedestrian
network - future route along Watts Street could be connected to the existing on-road
network along Queens Road, linking areas of Five Dock to Concord.

Other ideas
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Adventure Park!

Posted by andy_c | a month ago

A range of sensory, climbing and immersion activities for the young ones provide not
only learning opportunities to develop essential skills but to promote FUN! Thematic
constructs including safari play as designed at the Western Plains Zoo provide…

Sensory play

Use ideas from Yamble Reserve in Ryde and Strathfield Park

Posted by LindaR | a month ago

Yamble Reserve (Livvy's Place) and Strathfield Park both have a huge range of
equipment. Flying foxes, sensory, tactile and musical play areas. Lots of inclusive
equipment with harnesses or handles. It's great how there are different themed play…

Sensory play
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Bouldering Park

Posted by Gibbo | a month ago

I would like to see a rock climbing wall or a bouldering park would be a safer option.
Cairns has a great example of this and a photo is included.

Climbing
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Link the shared path to Coonardoo Cl

Posted by nigel_withers | a month ago

Is number 22 a shared path, and can it be made to link into Coonardoo Close? At
present, there is no easy way to cycle or scooter in from that area. I always find it
bizarre that a project focused on exercise and outdoor activity should think…

Other ideas
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